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Assignment Review

This lecture is a review of your submitted assignments to date.

Why? To give you feedback, point to areas of improvement.

Generally speaking, the writing standard is fairly good, but does need 
improvement. Reading more will help with this. I would suggest reading some 
of Don Norman’s “The Design of Everyday Things” and Bill Buxton’s “Sketching 
User Experiences”. They are both excellent writers, but for different reasons. 
(And those books are must-reads for any DMD/MMPT)



Annotated Bibliography

Highlights:

- Good analysis/overview of papers
- References were fairly accurate

Areas for improvement:

- Need to reflect more and make it more personal. Some annotated 
bibliographies read as assignments, whereas they should be slightly more 
personal where you reflect on your interests and make connections to 
work you have seen/read/heard of and want to explore further.



Literature Review

Highlights:

- Ability to link concepts
- Citations were generally correct
- Understanding of the importance and application of the topic

Areas for improvement:

- In some cases it was clear that the report was written by four different 
people. In future I would suggest assigning the ‘final review’ role to one 
person so that they can ensure it sounds cohesive and not ‘bitty’.

- Some papers did not ensure that the font, font size and font colour was the 
same - this is important to ensure that it reads as one report 



Presentation Slides

Highlights:

- Appropriate, aesthetically appealing themes
- Changing the formatting on some slides was good (i.e. inclusion of 

sidebars, charts, pictures, tables, etc.)
- Including important quotes where appropriate

Areas for improvement:

- Try to present ideas as opposed to doing a paper-by-paper analysis
- Some slides were a little word heavy. Only include main points on slides, 

everything else will usually be spoken about.
- Try to keep fonts, font sizes and font colours consistent throughout.


